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operative relationships with adults and with other babies.
A party for two-year-olds, however, is not likely to be a social
success. Shirley 39 observed that the fifteen babies forty-three
weeks of age who attended the baby parties paid very little
attention to each other. A few aggressively tried to acquire
other babies' toys; a few cried; some smiled. It was hard to
tell whether "a good time was had by all." They may have
enjoyed themselves more alone. In tlie nursery school it has
been observed that two-year-olds tend to play with materials
almost exclusively rather than with other children.
At this age companionship with other children has both
advantages and disadvantages. The association with others
stimulates language development, for the desire to make an
impression on someone or to get him to do what you want
is a strong motive for the mastery of speech. The presence
of other children thus gives continual incentive to speech.
Playing with other children also helps to lay the foundation
of the distinction between mine and thine. By the end of
the second year if the baby has sufficient toys of his own, he
can be taught not to take other children's toys or older bro-
thers' and sisters' belongings. However, if the restrictions
are too tight and the necessary inhibitions too hard to set
up, the gain in recognition of property rights may not be
worth the feelings of resentment built up. In one family
fragile objects are put out of reach of the youngest members
of the household, and specially prized belongings are also
protected by being kept in a special place. The other things
are largely shared on an ownership-by-use basis*
Far more important than acquiring a strict sense of prop-
erty rights is his learning to accept careless and teasing treat-
ment as an inevitable part of life, to get along with
children who show him no special consideration, and to
accept the natural consequences of his interference with
other children's activities or belongings. Direct action from
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